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How do humans maintain stability on rough terrain?

• For stable running on rough terrain, models [4] suggest that runners benefit from

– maintaining low forward collision impulses using leg retraction to reduce forward
foot speed and/or by maintaining compliant leg joints at landing.

– landing their feet on lower slope regions of the terrain.

Experiment

Experiment

• 9 subjects ran at 3 m/s.

• 1 flat + 2 rough terrain (uneven I, un-
even II), 24m long track.

• Data: O2 consumption, foot and hip
kinematics (300Hz), ground reaction
forces (600Hz).

• Trial: 3 min standing followed by an ≈
10 min run.

Results: Run with soft legs to reduce forward collisions

• O2 cost of transport higher by 6.8±2.5% (p = 0.04) on uneven II compared to flat.

• Median step width higher by 13 ± 3% (p = 0.03) on uneven II compared to flat.

• Step width variability higher by 24±10% (p = 0.04) on uneven II compared to flat.

Data analyses and modelling

Conclusions

• Runners maintain low forward collisions using compliant leg joints at landing.

• Runners do not preferentially step on flatter regions of the terrain.
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